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Abstract

Background: Effective family-clinician interactions are important for good health outcomes. Two types of interactions are consistently recommended: relational (e.g. listening, empathy, and respect) and participatory (e.g. shared decision making, planning and problem solving); but there is little specific guidance on how to implement these interactions in practice.

Objective: To identify specific, practice-based examples of relational and participatory family-clinician interactions in one domain of children’s healthcare services (specifically occupational therapy).

Design: A qualitative secondary analysis was used. The data consisted of a list of clinicians’ self-reported practice actions (n=217) and direct quotes describing their content and context. The practice actions were categorised into a range of relational and participatory family-centred interactions by using a modified framework analysis.

Results: Of the 217 practice actions, the majority (121 [55.76%]) did not describe examples of clinicians implementing family-clinician interactions. Of the remaining practice actions, 19 (8.76%) described ‘relational’ interactions (e.g. ‘Listen to carer’, ‘Gather perspectives from others’); 47 (21.66%) described ‘participatory’ interactions (e.g. ‘Identify the client’s goals and priorities’, ‘Allow the client to choose’); 2 (0.92%) described both (‘Take guidance from carers’); and 28 (12.9%) were excluded from the analysis.

Discussion and conclusions: A range of relational and participatory interactions were identified. Descriptions of participatory interactions were more frequent than descriptions of relational interactions, and overall family-clinician interactions were described less frequently than other practice actions. The specific, real-life examples
of different types of interactions identified in the study can be used as a basis for reflection on practice and developing more specific guidance.
Background

How clinicians provide care is as important as what they provide. Clinicians’ interactions with patients are central to high quality, effective health care, influencing health outcomes including patient satisfaction, treatment adherence, patient physical and psychosocial health, and carer well-being. Understanding issues related to patient-clinician interactions (e.g. communication, choice and respect) are important research priorities both for patients and providers.

The quality of interactions between clinicians and families is particularly important in children’s healthcare services. Approximately 26% of children, or around one in four families, are affected by chronic conditions requiring healthcare. For these families, failing to deliver effective care, of which good quality family-clinician interactions are a central feature, has particularly high costs in terms of reduced quality of life for the child but also reduced well-being in the wider family.

Previous studies have suggested that good quality family-clinician interactions may not be consistently implemented in children’s services. This may, at least in part, relate to a lack of specific guidance on what constitutes good quality interactions. Current guidance consists primarily of general principles and there are few detailed descriptions of how clinicians have applied these principles in actual day-to-day practice. Detailed descriptions of specific actions that clinicians can take to implement good quality family-clinician interactions would be likely to be more helpful and more effective than general, broad-level principles in improving their consistent implementation in practice.
Objective

The present study aimed to identify specific, practice-based examples of clinicians implementing family-clinician interactions in one domain of children’s healthcare services (specifically occupational therapy). The examples were identified in relation to the principles of good quality interactions outlined in a prominent conceptual framework (see below).

Conceptual framework

Several frameworks have been used to conceptualise patient/family-clinician interactions. Four prominent frameworks include: (i) family-centred service; (ii) behavioural approaches; (iii) patient involvement in decision making; and (iv) patient-centred communication. A common proposition underpinning all four frameworks is that good quality interactions involve two distinct aspects, both of which are important for health outcomes:

1. **Relational interactions** concerned with clinicians demonstrating listening, empathy, respect and trust towards families and establishing caring relationships where families feel they are understood and treated as capable; and

2. **Participatory interactions** concerned with clinicians meaningfully engaging families in decision making, planning and problem solving and developing families’ capabilities to achieve their desired goals.

Conceptualising interactions in this way provides a general framework for exploring family-clinician interactions. The present study focused on the principles of relational and participatory family-clinician interactions described in one of the four prominent frameworks, family-centred service. The family-centred service framework was used as it is commonly recommended as best practice for children’s healthcare services, including the study domain (i.e. children’s occupational therapy).
Design

A qualitative secondary analysis was conducted, using an existing data set containing family-clinician interactions elicited from children’s occupational therapists. The secondary analysis had approval from the Research Ethics Committee (REC) of York St. John University (REC ref: UC/10/6/11/JM dated 10 June 2011). The primary study, in which the existing data set had been generated, had been approved by a National Health Service (NHS) REC (REC ref: 07/S0801/55) that confirmed no further approval was required for the secondary analysis in the present study. The researcher (NK) responsible for the data set ensured its appropriate use and protection (29) by maintaining anonymity and secure storage at all times.

Setting and participants

The data set used for the secondary analysis had been generated in a study into the practice of children’s occupational therapists in six community healthcare services of various sizes and geographical locations in NHSScotland. (30,31) In that primary study (led by NK), a random sample of 25 senior occupational therapists had participated in semi-structured interviews in which they had provided descriptions of their practice actions in 47 care processes. The clinicians worked at least two days per week with children living at home and had been qualified for median 12 years (IQR = 9-20) and working in paediatrics for 8 years (IQR = 6-13).

The Data

The primary study had involved: (1) each clinician describing two therapy processes and reporting their practice actions within those processes (one ‘successful’ and one ‘unsuccessful’ case); (30) and (2) researchers coding the interview transcripts using a quantitative content analysis. (31) This had resulted in a list of clinicians’ self-reported practice actions (n=217) (e.g. ‘Make judgements about carer’s support needs’) and the direct clinician quotes related to these practice actions (e.g. ‘We felt this mother
and father but especially mother needed support...\textsuperscript{(31)}). The 217 practice actions and related clinician quotes were clustered around six dimensions of the care process: assessment, setting goals and planning actions, treatment, review, discharging and managing processes and relationships. This list of practice actions and related quotes formed the data set for the present study. Table 1 (online appendix) provides an overview of the structure of the data set and examples of clinicians' practice actions and related quotes.

The suitability, accessibility and quality\textsuperscript{(32)} of the data set were assessed to establish whether it was appropriate for the secondary analysis. Table 2 (online appendix) summarises the outcome of this assessment. The data set was suitable as (i) there was a good correspondence between the context, aims and method of the primary study from which the data set had been generated and the secondary analysis; and (ii) the content of the data set appeared relevant to the conceptual framework for the secondary analysis (i.e. both the data set and the conceptual framework contained family-clinician interactions). The data set was accessible as it was (i) complete and clearly preserved (Heaton 2004) and (ii) stored in an easily accessible format and structure in qualitative data analysis and management software (NVivo).\textsuperscript{(31)} Finally, the quality of the data set had been assured through (i) use of established trustworthiness strategies\textsuperscript{(33)} to conduct the interviews with clinicians (e.g. a representative sample of clinicians, open-ended interview questions, dense description of methods and results);\textsuperscript{(30)} (ii) use of strategies to ensure the validity and reliability of the quantitative content analysis\textsuperscript{(34)} (e.g. coding of the data by two independent researchers);\textsuperscript{(31)} and (iii) the methods for conducting the interviews with clinicians\textsuperscript{(30)} and generating the list of practice actions\textsuperscript{(31)} had been peer reviewed both as part of funding and publication processes.
Data Analysis

The data were analysed using a modified framework analysis. The family-centred service framework (15,22) (see Conceptual Framework above) formed the initial coding framework or ‘indexing’ structure for the analysis (see Table 3). In order to enable the use of the family-centred service framework as coding categories, the lead researcher (JM) generated a list of principles of relational and participatory family-clinician interactions. The list was generated from literature on family-centred services. (1,6,8,22,36,37)

The analysis consisted of four stages and critical discussion between researchers (JM & NK) at each stage:

Stage 1: The lead researcher (JM) ‘familiarised’ herself with the data set by studying the list of 217 practice actions (e.g. ‘Make judgements about carer’s support needs’) and considering the correspondence between the practice actions and the principles of relational and participatory family-clinician interactions in the coding framework. Attention was paid to practice actions that were unclear or that required further information from the related clinician quotes. The researcher critically discussed and clarified the meanings of the practice actions and the structure of the data set with the researcher already familiar with it (NK).

Stage 2: The lead researcher (JM) re-reviewed the list of 217 actions, this time with their related quotes. Through a process of ‘sifting and sorting’, the practice actions in the data set were considered against four possible categories: (i) ‘Neither relational nor participatory’; (ii) ‘Relational’; (iii) ‘Participatory’; or (iv) ‘Unclear – requires further discussion’. The critical discussion (JM & NK) focused on refining the coding framework and ensuring consistency in the coding. It was also agreed that coding decisions would be independent of the number of quotes related to a specific action;
i.e. if at least one related clinician quote corresponded with a principle of relational or participatory interactions in the coding framework, then the action was coded as relational or participatory.

**Stage 3:** The lead researcher (JM) again re-reviewed the list of 217 practice actions with their related quotes to complete the coding of the actions. Previous coding was revised where required. The critical discussion (JM & NK) focused on the practice actions identified as ‘unclear’. The content and context of the quotes related to these practice actions were discussed with an aim of reaching an agreement on the coding. By the end of this stage, 189/217 practice actions (87%) had been coded and the two researchers agreed on 80% of the coding decisions.

**Stage 4:** The first researcher (JM) finalised the coding of the practice actions based on her enhanced understanding of the data set and the conclusions from the critical discussions. The practice actions coded as relational and/or participatory and one direct clinician quote related to each practice action were arranged in two ‘charts’ where they were presented as illustrative, practice-based examples of clinicians applying the principles of relational and participatory family-clinician interactions.

Throughout the analysis, debriefing in research supervision (JM & CB); critical discussion of coding decisions (JM & NK); an audit trail of coding decisions; dense description of methods and results; use of clinician quotes to generate and present the results; and peer examination of the method and results (JM, NK & CB) were used as established strategies to maximise trustworthiness (dependability, confirmability and credibility).
Results

Of the 217 practice actions, the majority (121 [55.76%]) were coded as ‘Neither relational nor participatory’ interactions. These practice actions did not describe specific examples of clinicians applying the principles of relational or participatory interactions. Instead they were examples of clinicians applying their technical expertise (e.g. use of standardised assessments), making decisions separately from the family (e.g. about where to carry out treatment or when to discharge the child from the service) or interacting with other professionals (e.g. teachers in the child’s school).

Nineteen (8.76%) practice actions were coded as ‘Relational’ (see Table 4). These practice actions described clinicians applying principles of relational interactions including listening (e.g. ‘Listen to carer’), empathy (e.g. ‘Try to understand the client’s point of view’), respect (e.g. ‘Accepted the carer’s view’), trusting families (e.g. ‘Gathers perspectives from others’), being genuine (e.g. ‘Establish a relationship’), offering positive feedback (e.g. ‘Illustrates child’s progress to carer’) and supporting and considering family members (e.g. ‘Support carer’). No examples were identified to describe clinicians applying the principles of being warm and caring and accepting diversity.

Forty-seven (21.66%) practice actions were coded as ‘Participatory’ (see Table 5). These described clinicians applying principles of participatory interactions including communicating (e.g. ‘Communicate with carer’), providing information (e.g. ‘Inform carer about re-referrals’), facilitating family choice and decision making (e.g. ‘Allow the client to choose or go along’), facilitating active collaboration with families (e.g. ‘Identify the client’s goals and priorities’), and providing accessible, individualised, flexible services (e.g. ‘Be flexible’). Practice actions were identified that described clinicians applying the principle of facilitating families to develop new knowledge and
skills (e.g. ‘Demonstrate’); however there were no examples identified that described clinicians applying the principle of facilitating families to use existing knowledge and skills. No examples were identified that described clinicians applying the principle of encouraging use of community supports.

Two (0.92%) practice actions were coded as ‘Both relational and participatory’. The practice action ‘Takes guidance from carers’ was an example that described clinicians applying the relational principle of trusting families by asking them what they thought would make a difference, as well as the participatory principle of facilitating active collaboration with parents by taking their guidance on what to do next. The practice action ‘Provide activity ideas and suggestions’ was an example that described clinicians applying the relational principle of supporting families by taking the time to get to know them, as well as the participatory principle of facilitating families to develop new knowledge and skills by going through activity suggestions with the parent and child.

The remaining practice actions (28 [12.9%]) were excluded from the analysis because they related to clinicians’ reports of practice actions they had not taken. For example, the practice action ‘Discharge the child - Negative’ related to clinicians’ descriptions of situations where they had not discharged the child.

**Discussion**

The present study identified a range of specific examples, embedded in day-to-day practice situations, of clinicians implementing family-clinician interactions. The identified examples describe clinicians applying many of the principles of good quality relational and participatory family-clinician interactions, as defined in literature related to family-centred service.
The main limitation of the study is that the data set was based on clinicians’ self-report. However the wide range of descriptions in the data set of how clinicians provided care to families as well as what care they provided meant that the data set was suitable for the objectives of the present study and offered an insight into clinicians’ interactions with families in day-to-day practice. The involvement of the primary researcher (NK) in the secondary analysis strengthened the confirmability of the analysis and the credibility of the results by providing detailed contextual knowledge of the data set and scrutiny of how the data set was used to meet the objectives of the secondary analysis.

The results suggest that the majority of clinicians’ practice actions may not be related to applying principles of family-centred, relational and participatory interactions but to other aspects of care provision. Of the practice actions that did relate to such interactions, the majority focused on supporting families to participate in care provision by engaging them and developing their capabilities (i.e. participatory interactions). Fewer actions focused on relating to families by understanding and responding to their perspectives and treating them as capable (i.e. relational interactions). Whilst this is contrary to results in some of the previous studies which found that participatory interactions were implemented less often than relational interactions, (15) the results of the present study are not unique. Other studies have also suggested that clinicians have been more focused on participatory interactions, for example by speaking more about their role in providing information and less about their role as a caring person (39) and by emphasising the importance of families being involved in and taking responsibility for their child’s care but having limited responsiveness to families’ diverse needs and capacities. (17)

The relatively lesser emphasis on relational interactions suggested in the results of the present study may indicate that the clinicians’ practice actions were directed
more towards trying to actively involve families (i.e. participatory interactions) and less towards understanding and responding to families’ perspectives, values and desired outcomes (i.e. relational interactions). This finding relates to wider criticisms suggesting that clinicians’ efforts to involve parents has been based on a flawed interpretation that parental involvement equates to parental responsibility, which has led to a shifting of responsibility away from healthcare services and onto families by putting pressure on parents to be responsible for delivering and coordinating their child’s interventions, regardless of parents’ ability or desire to take on this role. \(^{(17,39-41)}\)

Relying primarily on participatory interactions to achieve parent involvement may have limitations as relational interactions have also been proposed in wider healthcare literature as important for achieving good quality patient involvement and enabling patient autonomy. \(^{(23,42)}\)

**Implications for practice and research**

In terms of implications for practice, the results suggest that clinicians and clinical teams may benefit from further critical reflection on:

i) what active family involvement consists of and looks like in practice;

ii) what actions they take to implement active family involvement, especially how they explore and gain understanding of families’ perspectives, values and desired outcomes; and

iii) how they respond to families’ perspectives, values and desired outcomes once these have been identified.

The specific actions identified in the present study can be used as a starting point for discussion, as can existing literature on, for example, provision of information and support,\(^{6}\) negotiation of roles and responsibilities between clinicians and families,\(^{40}\) and identification of shared goals with families.\(^{31,43}\)

The results also indicate that there may be a need for further consideration of whether there is sufficient active involvement of children and young people
themselves, rather than just their parents. The majority of the examples from the data related to parents, and clinical teams may benefit from further exploration of tools that can be used to interact directly with children and young people (e.g. Talking Mats,\textsuperscript{44} the Children’s Assessment of Participation and Enjoyment,\textsuperscript{45} and Preferences for Activities of Children\textsuperscript{46}).

In terms of implications for research, the results provide further support for other studies that suggest there is a need to improve the family-centredness of health services.\textsuperscript{14,47} Some promising interventions have been developed;\textsuperscript{43} future research should evaluate their effectiveness in enhancing clinicians’ interactions with families.

**Conclusion**

This study is a first step towards providing clinicians with detailed descriptions of the specific actions they can take to implement good quality family-clinician interactions in their day-to-day practice. The results suggest that clinicians apply many of the principles of relational and participatory interactions in their daily practice actions. However the majority of their practice actions may not be related to implementing good quality family-clinician interactions and, amongst those that are, participatory interactions may be emphasised more than relational interactions. Previous research\textsuperscript{(7,8,20,31)} has indicated that both relational and participatory interactions feature in successful and/or patient/family-centred care processes. Therefore clinicians may benefit from further reflection on the quality of their interactions in terms of the relative balance of relational and participatory aspects and, in turn, on how the quality of their interactions with families may contribute to health outcomes.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension of care process</th>
<th>Example of one practice action</th>
<th>Example of one related clinician quote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Assessment</td>
<td>Make judgements about carer’s support needs (f=13\ n=7)</td>
<td>S1OT300: “We felt this mother and father but especially mother needed support and was not going to be able to get that level of support through just suggestions (…)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Setting goals and planning actions</td>
<td>Take guidance from carers (f=9\ n=7)</td>
<td>S1OT300: “To guide us as to what we could do for them, you know, to tell them obviously what we can offer and then take guidance from them and it was very much an interactive process.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Treatment</td>
<td>Provide activity ideas/suggestions (f=6\ n=18)</td>
<td>SS1OT300: “I gave them some support suggestions to start with; I was very careful to go through and talk with mum and dad about them and then I said I’ll get to know you and him better because I’m going to work with you directly.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Review</td>
<td>Discuss situation and plans with carer and child (f=16\ n=11)</td>
<td>S5OT200: “The last session I split into timeslots and met with the parents (…) and I just sat down and discussed where we had got in terms of the aims and how things were progressing (…).”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Discharge</td>
<td>Explain discharge reasons (f=8\ n=3)</td>
<td>S3OT400: “I just took it that it was very much a professional decision as a therapist that I felt he had you know, the positives that he had made progress, he was doing well so there wasn’t a need for ongoing therapy.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Managing processes and relationships</td>
<td>Listen to carer (f=2\ n=2)</td>
<td>S3OT200: “Establishing the relationship with the parents, not rushing them, accepting what their view of the future was for their child, listening rather than dictating to.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{f}\) = Number of times the action was mentioned across clinicians; \(^{n}\) = Number of clinicians who mentioned the action; ‘’ = Unique participant code relating each quote to the clinician who said it
Table 2: Assessment of the data set for suitability, accessibility and quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect assessed</th>
<th>The data set</th>
<th>The secondary analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) Suitability</td>
<td><strong>Context</strong></td>
<td>NHS community-based children's occupational therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Aim(s)</strong></td>
<td>To identify, name and describe clinicians’ practice actions throughout the care process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Methods</strong></td>
<td>Retrospective, semi-structured interviews with clinicians; content analysis to achieve systematic and objective interpretations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Results content</strong></td>
<td>A list of clinicians’ practice actions (and related quotes) clustered around six areas of the care process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Accessibility</td>
<td>Data set was complete, clearly preserved and stored in an easily accessible format and structure in qualitative data analysis and management software (NVivo)</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) Quality</td>
<td>Representative sample of clinicians; open-ended interview questions; dense description of methods/results; coding of the data by two independent researchers; peer examination of methods as part of funding and publication processes</td>
<td>Debriefing in research supervision; critical discussion of coding decisions; audit trail of coding decisions; dense description of method/results; use of clinician quotes to generate and present results; peer examination of methods/results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principles of relational interactions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listens actively</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empathises</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anticipates concerns by offering information even before parent asks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is warm, caring</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has positive beliefs about family strengths and capabilities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respects families, respects coping styles, provides treatment respectfully</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Believes and trusts parent as the expert on their child</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is trustworthy, honest, genuine, authentic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offers parent positive feedback or encouragement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supports families, provides supportive treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accepts diversity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considers psychosocial needs of all family members</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principles of participatory interactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communicates clearly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares information about the child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides (needed) information; answers parent’s questions completely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitates family choice and decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensures that parent has ultimate control over decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitates family to use existing knowledge and skills; builds on strengths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitates family to develop new knowledge and skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphasises parent’s responsibilities for acquiring knowledge and skills and finding solutions to problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitates active collaboration with parent in identifying needs and goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makes sure parent feels like a partner in their child’s care and has a chance to say what is important to him/her</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides opportunities for parent to be involved in solutions to problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitates active participation of family in developing and implementing courses of action to achieve desired outcomes; consults parent about equipment or services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides accessible, individualised, flexible services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourages use of community supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The principle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listens actively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empathises; anticipates concerns by offering information even before parent asks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is warm,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
caring.
Has positive beliefs about family strengths and capabilities.

Identify strengths (Assessment)
S4OT300: “this little girl is very, very cognitively with it, in fact super bright and very, just very confident”

Accept the carer’s views (Manage care process and relationships)
S5OT200: “Establishing the relationship with the parents, not rushing them, accepting what their view of the future was for their child, listening rather than dictating to.”

Make judgements about the best way to approach carer (Manage care process and relationships)
S4OT700: “I waited and I didn’t try and go barging in with you know, ‘we must change this, he must be in nappies straight away”

Not to rush the carer (Manage care process and relationships)
S4OT700: “Again, when his mum was ready to do that and when the teacher was ready as well, we looked at it more.”

Gather perspectives from others (Assessment)
S6OT200: “but also for me the person that knew the child best of all was the parents so I needed to find out what they were feeling about things as well.”

Take guidance from carers (Setting goals and planning actions)
S4OT500: “(...) we started from the point of view of asking what the child and the family had issues and concerns with and what would really make a difference to her life and what she wanted to do (...)”

Is trustworthy, honest, positive, informal (Manage care process and relationships)
S3OT200: “I think really being positive, being enthusiastic, being not too formal and explaining with a bit of passion, what I hope for this child and you know, what’s your part in it.”

Establish a relationship (Manage care process and relationships)
S3OT200: “you’re really using your interpersonal skills to try and get them to trust you and believe in you and what you do.”
Built a relationship with the others
(Manage care process and relationships)
Encourage (Manage care process and relationships)

Offers parent positive feedback or encouragement.

Supports families, provides supportive treatment.

Accepts diversity.

Considers psychosocial needs of all family members.

No examples were identified to describe clinicians applying this principle

Provide feedback
(Manage care process and relationships)

Support carer
(Manage care process and relationships)

Provide activity ideas or suggestions
(Treatment)

Supports

SS1OT300: “(...) I was very careful to go through and talk with mum and dad about what [the support] suggestions were .”

S4OT100: “(...) as a team we discussed with [Mum] how this had been done because we felt that mum needed support and it wasn’t to be seen as a bad thing; it was support so that mum would get support that she would feel supported (...).”

S1OT300: “We decided we would intervene because we felt this mother and father but especially mother needed support (...).”

S6OT100: “Building up a rapport with the parents and the child (...) if you say you’re going to do something, you do it you know, being transparent about the whole process; your communication you encourage them to ring you (...)

Encourage (Manage care process and relationships)

S5OT100: “I did explain (...) the progress that he’d made, the things that they were doing with him (...).”

S6OT100: “starting off with some basic things which worked (...) the lad himself could see, things can happen, things can change so I suppose getting them confident in and understanding what you were trying to do and just having a sort of partnership approach”

Illustrate child’s progress to carer
(Discharge)

S5OT100: “I did explain (...) the progress that he’d made, the things that they were doing with him (...).”

SS1OT300: “(...) I was very careful to go through and talk with mum and dad about what [the support] suggestions were.”

S4OT100: “(...) as a team we discussed with [Mum] how this had been done because we felt that mum needed support and it wasn’t to be seen as a bad thing; it was support so that mum would get support that she would feel supported (...).”

S1OT300: “We decided we would intervene because we felt this mother and father but especially mother needed support (...).”

Accepts diversity.

Considers psychosocial needs of all family members.

No examples were identified to describe clinicians applying this principle
Table 5: Illustrative, practice-based examples of clinicians applying principles of participatory interactions

| The principles | Corresponding practice actions  
|----------------|---------------------------------|
| Communicates clearly; shares information about the child. | Communicate with carer  
| Manage care process and relationships | Direct clinician quotes related to the practice actions  

| Communicates clearly; shares information about the child. | Communicate with carer  
| Manage care process and relationships | Communicate with other professionals  
| Manage care process and relationships | Provide written information  
| Manage care process and relationships | Provides (needed) information; answers parent’s questions completely.  
| Treatment | State discharge reasons to carer  
| Discharge |  

| Communicates clearly; shares information about the child. | Communicate with carer  
| Manage care process and relationships | Communicate with other professionals  
| Manage care process and relationships | Provide written information  
| Manage care process and relationships | Provides (needed) information; answers parent’s questions completely.  
| Treatment | State discharge reasons to carer  
| Discharge |  

| Communicates clearly; shares information about the child. | Communicate with carer  
| Manage care process and relationships | Communicate with other professionals  
| Manage care process and relationships | Provide written information  
| Manage care process and relationships | Provides (needed) information; answers parent’s questions completely.  
| Treatment | State discharge reasons to carer  
| Discharge |  

S3OT100: “So we set out his goals, we wrote a report to **home and to school and to everyone, made the goals really clear** on the report that this is what we are going to look at, **this is what we agreed** at the time of assessment so **mum and dad knows, the child knows** and they know how long they are going to be involved **so it’s not going to be a surprise** when they are discharged...”

S3OT100: “Yeah we have a plan at the end of every report (...) we put ‘goals agreed at time of assessment with mum and OT are as follows’. So it’s really clear (...) **so mum and dad have got a copy of that, school have got a copy, GP, referrer, everybody has got a copy** of the exact goals.”

S6OT100: “(...) having some hand outs that **explained what was happening**, assessment reports where **copies go to them** so they had that in written form.”

S6OT100: “(...) anything we explained to him was obviously simple. But I had conversations with them and on the phone **recommended things like local support group, some books, resources that they could tap into**, things like that.”

S3OT400: “**I spoke to mum and explained**, that there might be future issues when he’s just starting school but that’s two years down the line (...), **explained my reasons to her** that the discharge was good because at this point that’s a really positive
thing that he’s doing so well.”

Stated timeline for involvement early on (Discharge)

S5OT400a: “I was explicit at assessment that he would be discharged following the implementation of the recommendations.”

Inform carer about re-referrals (Discharge)

S2OT1200: “We have a re-referral policy which I told her about where if by any chance she had concerns she can phone up and if it’s within a year we would just pick him up and it would probably be me that would pick him up.”

Persuaded others (Manage care process and relationships)

S5OT500: “I said we could bring down examples of what [the equipment recommended for the child] would look like; I could take them somewhere where they could see it so they would know, what [the equipment] looked like and then they could imagine that in the home situation.”

Provide information (Manage care process and relationships)

S5OT500: “I’d been to home to mum saying this is the sort of equipment that she has in school and this is the sort of stuff we are looking at school and discussed that [child’s] school recommended that children carry this over to home.”

Facilitates family choice and decision making; ensures that parent has ultimate control over decision making. (Setting goals and planning actions)

S5OT300: “Then discussing with them ‘ok, those are the areas that you want to be better at, this is what we can offer in terms of those areas, is that something that you would be keen?’”

Consider acceptability to carer (Setting goals and planning actions)

S6OT100: “I said to his parents ‘right, I think we need to take a sensory integration approach, the only issue is I need to use suspended equipment and you need to bring him here, what do you think?’ We went through all the issues”

Allow the client to choose or go along (Manage care process and)

S4OT500: “So it’s not my job to go in and say ‘you have to dress, you have to do buttons, you have to do laces’, it’s up to her and her family and it’s about choices and that’s how I try to work with
relationships) families. If it’s important, ‘**what do you want to do**; (...) we’ll work on that.”

Clarifies OT’s role to carers (Manage care process and relationships) S4OT600: “**We did explain the role of OT** that we were looking towards independence and making [the child] as independent as we could obviously at an age appropriate level, and we sat down and together we thought of different, **we just did kind of like a brain storm of different areas that we could look at.**”

Facilitates family to use existing knowledge and skills; builds on strengths.

Facilitates family to develop new knowledge and skills. Demonstrated things to carers (Treatment) S1OT300: “**Just being able to problem solve, to adapt, to demonstrate things,** we worked through activity which I think made more of an impression for (the mother) because she was just that much more able to understand things and to be a part of something if she could do it.”

Provide a programme to home (Treatment) S4OT300: “**I would hand suggestions over to mum and they would do them together, they would realise that that’s what they were doing** and I could see the progress the next time I saw them.”

Provide activity ideas or suggestions (Treatment) S5OT400a: “**I spent time with the family with (the child) and his brother going through the activity suggestions.**”

Demonstrate (Treatment) S4OT600: “(...) **really break things down** into simple terms and **do a lot of demonstration** (...) simplifying the information that I provided and if I was providing any sheets with activities **there was lots of pictures** and I would demonstrate a lot of things to them; instead of making it very verbal, it would be **more hands on and showing them** what
“Worked through activities (Treatment) to do which helped a lot.”

S5OT300: “Going through the different areas that we would be working on in the sessions and the types of activities that we might be doing and that they could do at home as well, so that they had a better understanding of what we were going to be working on.”

Help others to understand the child's difficulties (Treatment) S4OT600: “(...) it was actually just during our treatment sessions reinforcing what was actually causing him to have these difficulties (...) so I think through observation and describing and because she [the mother] had the knowledge to understand what was causing the difficulties.”

Facilitated implementation (Treatment) S5OT400a: “I spent time with the family with (the child) and his brother going through the activity suggestions.”

Provide opportunities to experience and experiment (Treatment) S5OT500: “The whole time we were working our way through the process we could explain to parents you know, ‘this is what you’re looking for, when this sort of thing starts happening you need to be doing these sorts of things’. So it was very much I think it took about ten weeks we did it over with parents and this boy (...)”

Demonstrated (Manage care process and relationships) S6OT100: “(...) visits and you know, going in and showing, demonstrating how you can play with him.” S3OT300: “(...) did lots of pointing things out and demonstrating, demonstrating how he was able to turn his head or able to use his eyes if he was positioned in a better way, if he was in an abnormal position ‘look, he’s not able to turn his head, he’s not able to do this and therefore he will become frustrated (...)’”

Emphasises parent’s responsibilities Agree plans, roles and responsibilities (Setting goals) S5OT500: “We actually set up a Care Agreement you know for specific time about what my role was, what I was going to do in that time, what mum’s responsibilities were and what (the child)’s
for acquiring and planning responsibilities were (...) so the care agreement was all done; everybody signed up to it.”

S5OT500: “From the start I always make it very clear with parents that one of my job, roles is to hand responsibility back to them so whilst there may be a difficulty to start with, what my long term aim is to get to the stage where they feel they could manage it.”

S5OT300: “There was a big discussion about home tasks, the fact that they would be given home tasks between sessions, it wouldn’t just be a case of coming up once a week with nothing in between.”

S5OT100: “I did explain quite well you know, the progress that he’d made, the things that they were doing with him and that was all appropriate for them to carry over.”

S4OT500: “When I started working with mum that we started from the point of view of asking what the child and the family had issues and concerns with and what would really make a difference to her life…”

S1OT300: “To guide us as to what we could do for them, you know, to tell them obviously what we can offer and then take guidance from them and it was very much an interactive process.”

S5OT300: “We kind of drew up an OT plan in terms of you know what we could offer, what parents wanted and what the boy wanted so we sort of negotiated what our goals would be.”

S5OT400A: “We agreed the main goals, we agreed the main focus what we were going to look at.”

S3OT100: “Clear goals were set, clear aims were set,
plans to others (Setting goals and planning actions)

Asked carer or the child's opinion (Treatment)

Set goals together (Manage care process and relationships)

S3OT300: “We were saying to them ‘we want you to come along because we want you to tell us what you think that we could be doing to enhance the child’s life at home, to enhance your life, family life’.”

S4OT200: “Listening to the child and taking onboard, as they get older, what they want to do and what their goals are and how we are going to achieve it and being imaginative as well, I think. And again the communication with the child, with the parents, I think is integral as well to the process.”

Identify the client’s goals and priorities (Manage care process and relationships)

S5OT400A: “It was really important just to you know ensure that we were working on what was their priority.”

S4OT600: “We discussed what her main concerns were and what her goals were and obviously that’s really important, and we worked around that.”

Find out carer’s views (Manage care process and relationships)

S4OT600: “We were working towards what was most important to her and (the child) and obviously discussing what we felt would be useful to work on and discussing that with her.”

Contract (Manage care process and relationships)

S5OT500: “We sat down with the agreements you know, just sat them down and discussed them got everybody involved, the wee boy was involved so it was very much we worked along together.”

Include carers in the assessment (Manage care process and relationships)

S4OT500: “When I started working with mum that we started from the point of view of asking what the child and the family had issues and concerns with and what would really make a difference to her life (…)”

Provides opportunities for Involve carer or the child (Treatment)

S1OT300: “I think it was quite important that I had mum here and that we worked together (...) We problem solved together about how to get him, you
parents to be involved in solutions to problems. Problem solve together with others (Treatment)

Facilitates active participation of family in developing and implementing courses of action to achieve desired outcomes; 

Discuss situation and plans with carer and the child (Review)

Make a joint decision that OT is no longer required 

Discuss discharge with carer (Discharge)

Have parents attend treatment session (Manage care process and relationships)

Gives ownership and control to carer (Manage care process and relationships)

Discussed know, more engaged, (...) and she could see me problem solving and she was then actually helping me.”

S1OT300: “I think the fact that she was doing active problem solving with me and seeing the result of that, empowered her, I think it was quite important that I had mum here and that we worked together (...) We problem solved together about how to get him more engaged, (...) she could see me problem solving and she was then actually helping me.”

S5OT200: “The last session I split into timeslots and met with the parents (...) and I just sat down and discussed where we had got with the aims and how things were progressing at school and home.”

S1OT300: “We made the decision, mum and I and teacher (...) that he didn’t really need the service anymore at that point.”

S5OT200: “It was more the parent really that felt, I think that she felt confident to carry on with the activities at home and confident that the school were now onboard and so I took the option for discharge.”

S5OT100: “For the individual sessions the parents were in watching what I was doing with their child and then I was explaining at the end of the session.”

S3OT200: “Giving people ownership of their responsibilities and that without saying this is what you’ve to do; this is what you’ve to do. It’s about let’s as a group see what we can do.”

S4OT100: “To then trying to give, yeah trying to give her some control over it all and then trying to do the approach of what’s important to her now (...).”

S4OT500: “When I said about the trike (...) this will be
consequences really good because this will give her an opportunity in the playground to play (...) the other children are running around, they all cycle in (...), so they took that trike idea on board actually, after quite a bit of persuading (...) and its nice because she's doing the same things as the other kids.”

Provides accessible, individualised, flexible services.

Did a home visit (Assessment) S4OT400: “I thought well actually assessing her, working with her in nursery is not going to work, I need to work with her at home really to build up some sort of relationship. So I did a home visit.”

Be there, be available (Manage care process and relationships) S3OT200: “(...) mum knew she had that contact and she could pop in at that time if she wanted to see me or she could lift the phone to me at any other time.”

Be flexible (Manage care process and relationships) S5OT200: “For the individual sessions I juggled my timetable so that mum could come when she wasn't working.”

Select a meaningful activity (Manage care process and relationships) S4OT500: “She’s happy to sit and do writing for me if it’s centred round graffiti and the information that she wants (...) So it’s working with her and what’s important to her.”

Encourages use of community supports. No examples were identified to describe clinicians applying this principle.
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